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This Lecture

‣ Analysis/Visualiza?on of BERT

‣ BERT

‣ BERT Results, Extensions

‣ ELMo



Readings

‣ Readings — 
‣ ELMo by Peters et al.  

‣ BERT by Devlin et al.  
https://aclanthology.org/N19-1423.pdf

https://aclanthology.org/N18-1202.pdf



Recall: word2vec (Skip-Gram)
the dog bit the man‣ Predict one word of context from word

bit

soSmax

gold label = dog

‣ Parameters: d x |V| vectors, |V| x d output parameters (W) (also 
usable as vectors!)

‣ Another training example: bit -> the

P (w0|w) = softmax(We(w))

Mikolov et al. (2013)

W

d-dimensional 
word embeddings

size |V| x d



Recall: RNN Language Modeling
RNN	Language	Modeling

I							saw				the				dog

hi

P (w|context) = softmax(Whi)

‣W	is	a	(vocab	size)	x	(hidden	size)	matrix

word	probs

=



Recall: Training RNNLMsTraining	RNNLMs

<s>							I							saw				the				dog

‣ Input	is	a	sequence	of	words,	output	is	those	words	shi]ed	by	one,

I							saw				the				dog		running

‣ Allows	us	to	efficiently	batch	up	training	across	Pme	(one	run	of	the	RNN)



Context-dependent Embeddings

ELMo - Peters et al. (2018)

‣ Train a neural language model to predict the next word given previous 
words in the sentence, use its internal representa?ons as word vectors

‣ Context-sensi2ve word embeddings: depend on rest of the sentence

‣ Huge improvements across nearly all NLP tasks over word2vec & GloVe

they hit the ballsthey dance at balls

‣ How to handle different word senses? One vector for balls



Context-dependent Embeddings
‣ AI2 released ELMo in 2017-2018, GPT was released in summer 2018, 

BERT came out October 2018 
‣ aka Pre-trained Language Models 

and many more:
• BART
• DialoGPT
• GPT-J
• T5
• T0
• OPT
• PaLM 
• ChatGPT
• Llama 
• Mistral …   2018/2    



Why did this take ?me to catch on?
‣ Earlier version of ELMo by the same authors in 2017, but it was 

only evaluated on tagging tasks, gains were 1% or less

‣ Required: training on lots of data, having the right architecture, 
significant hyperparameter tuning (e.g., GPT-3, T5 …)



ELMo



ELMo



ELMo
‣ Key idea: language models can allow us to form useful word 

representa?ons in the same way word2vec did

‣ Take a powerful language model, train it on large amounts of data, then 
use those representa?ons in downstream tasks

‣ What do we want our LM to look like?

Peters et al. (2018)

‣ Data: Wikipedia, books, crawled stuff from the web, …



ELMo
‣ CNN over each word => RNN

John             visited       Madagascar   yesterday
Char CNN Char CNN Char CNN Char CNN

4096-dim LSTMs w/ 512-dim projec?ons

next word

2048 CNN filters projected down to 512-dim

Peters et al. (2018)

Representa?on of visited 
(plus vectors from 
backwards LM)



How to apply ELMo?

Some neural network

they dance at balls

Task predic?ons (sen?ment, etc.)‣ Take those embeddings and feed them 
into whatever architecture you want to 
use for your task

‣ Frozen embeddings: update the weights 
of your network but keep ELMo’s 
parameters frozen

‣ Fine-tuning: backpropagate all the way 
into ELMo when training your model



Results: Frozen ELMo

‣ Massive improvements across 5 benchmark datasets:  ques?on 
answering, natural language inference, seman?c role labeling, 
coreference resolu?on, named en?ty recogni?on, and sen?ment 
analysis

Peters et al. (2018)



How to apply ELMo?

‣ How does frozen ( ❄  ) vs. fine-tuned ( 🔥 ) compare?

Peters, Ruder, Smith (2019)

‣ Recommenda?ons:



Why is language modeling a good objec?ve?
‣ “Impossible” problem but bigger models seem to do berer and berer at 

distribu?onal modeling (no upper limit yet)

‣ LAMBADA dataset (Papernot et al., 2016): explicitly targets world 
knowledge and very challenging LM examples

‣ Successfully predic?ng next words requires modeling lots of different 
effects in text



BERT



BERT



Contextual Word Embeddings

‣ BERT’s four major changes compared to ELMo:

‣ Transformers instead of LSTMs (transformers in GPT as well) 
‣ “Truely” Bidirec?onal <=> Masked LM objec?ve instead of standard LM  
‣ Fine-tune instead of freeze at test ?me 
‣ Uses word pieces (subword tokeniza?on)

‣ AI2 released ELMo in spring 2018, GPT (transformer-based) was released 
in summer 2018, BERT came out October 2018



BERT

Devlin et al. (2019)

‣ ELMo is a unidirec?onal model: we can concatenate two unidirec?onal 
models, but is this the right thing to do?

A stunning ballet dancer, Copeland is one of the best performers to see live.

ELMo

ELMo“performer”

“ballet dancer”

BERT

“ballet dancer/performer”

‣ ELMo looks at each direc?on in isola?on; BERT looks at them jointly



BERT
‣ How to learn a “deeply bidirec?onal” model? What happens if we just 

replace an LSTM with a transformer?

John        visited Madagascar yesterday

visited Madag. yesterday …

‣ Can do this by “one-sided” Transformer 
(masked self-aren?on), but “two-sided” 
Transformer encoder can cheat

John        visited Madagascar yesterday

ELMo (Language Modeling)
visited Madag. yesterday …

BERT



GPT (preview)
‣ Modified Transformer (masked self-aren?on): each token can only 

arend to past tokens



Masked Language Modeling
‣ How to prevent chea?ng? Next word predic?on fundamentally doesn't 

work for bidirec?onal models, instead do masked language modeling

John        visited      [MASK]     yesterday

Madagascar
‣ BERT formula: take a chunk of 

text, predict 15% of the tokens

‣ For 80% (of the 15%), 
replace the input token 
with [MASK]

Devlin et al. (2019)

‣ For 10%, replace w/random

‣ For 10%, keep same (why?)

John        visited         of            yesterday

John        visited  Madagascar yesterday



Next “Sentence” Predic?on
‣ Input: [CLS] Text chunk 1 [SEP] Text chunk 2

[CLS] John     visited      [MASK]   yesterday    and     really    all  it    [SEP]  I [MASK] Madonna.

Madagascar

Devlin et al. (2019)

Transformer

Transformer
…

enjoyed likeNotNext

‣ BERT objec?ve: masked LM + next sentence predic?on

‣ 50% of the ?me, take the true next chunk of text, 50% of the ?me take a 
random other chunk. Predict whether the next chunk is the “true” next



BERT Architecture
‣ BERT Base: 12 layers, 768-dim, 12 

heads. Total params = 110M

Devlin et al. (2019)

‣ BERT Large: 24 layers, 1024-dim, 16 
heads. Total params = 340M

‣ Posi?onal embeddings and 
segment embeddings, 30k 
word pieces

‣ This is the model that gets 
pre-trained on a large corpus



What can BERT do?

Devlin et al. (2019)

‣ CLS token is used to provide classifica?on decisions

‣ BERT can also do tagging by predic?ng tags at each word piece
‣ Sentence pair tasks (entailment): feed both sentences into BERT



What can BERT do?

‣ How does BERT model this sentence pair stuff?

‣ Transformers can capture interac?ons between the two sentences, 
(even though the NSP objec?ve doesn’t really cause this to happen).

Transformer

Transformer

…

[CLS] A boy plays in the snow [SEP] A boy is outside

Entails (first sentence implies second one is true)

Devlin et al. (2019)



Sentence Pair Modeling (Recap)

Lan et al. (2018)

‣ Before BERT:



What can BERT NOT do?

‣ BERT cannot generate text (at least not in an obvious way)

‣ Can fill in [MASK] tokens, but can’t generate leS-to-right (you can put 
[MASK] at the end, then predict repeatedly, but this is slow)

‣ Masked language models are intended to be used primarily for 
“analysis” tasks



What does BERT learn?

Clark et al. (2019)

‣ Heads on transformers learn interes?ng and diverse things: content 
heads (arend based on content), posi?onal heads (based on 
posi?on), etc.

layer-head



What does BERT learn?

Clark et al. (2019)

‣ S?ll way worse than what supervised systems can do, but 
interes?ng that this is learned organically



BERT Results, Extensions



Fine-tuning BERT
‣ Fine-tune for 1-3 epochs, small learning rate (e.g. 2e-5 - 5e-5)

‣ Large changes to weights up here 
(par?cularly in last layer to route the 
right informa?on to [CLS])

‣ Smaller changes to weights lower down 
in the transformer

‣ Small LR and short fine-tuning schedule 
mean weights don’t change much

‣ More complex “triangular 
learning rate” schemes exist



‣ How does frozen ( ❄  ) vs. fine-tuned ( 🔥 ) compare?

Peters, Ruder, Smith (2019)

‣ BERT is typically berer if the whole network is fine-tuned, unlike ELMo

Fine-tuning BERT



Evalua?on: GLUE

Wang et al. (2019)



Results

Devlin et al. (2018)

‣ Huge improvements over prior work (even compared to ELMo)

‣ Effec?ve at “sentence pair” tasks: textual entailment (does sentence A 
imply sentence B), paraphrase detec?on



Subsequent Improvements to BERT

Liu et al. (2019)

‣ Dynamic masking: standard BERT uses the same MASK scheme for 
every epoch, RoBERTa recomputes them

‣ Whole word masking: don’t mask out parts of words

… _John        _visited      _Mada    gas   car     yesterday …

… John        visited      Madagascar     yesterday …

epoch 1
epoch 2



RoBERTa

Liu et al. (2019)

‣ “Robustly op?mized BERT” 
incorpora?ng some of these 
tricks

‣ 160GB of data instead of 
16 GB

‣ New training + more data = berer performance

‣ For this and more: check out Huggingface or fairseq



many BERT varia?ons
‣ For specific text domains (e.g. StackOverflow), or specific languages  



NER in StackOverflow

Jeniya Tabassum, Mounica Maddela, Alan Rirer, Wei Xu. “Code and Named En?ty Recogni?on in StackOverflow” (ACL 2020)  



NER in StackOverflow

Jeniya Tabassum, Mounica Maddela, Alan Rirer, Wei Xu. “Code and Named En?ty Recogni?on in StackOverflow” (ACL 2020)  
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79.179.7978.42

68.1267.4768.77

57.54

45.92

77.02

51.12

39.7

71.77

Feature-based CRF Fine-tune BERT (off-the-shelf) Fine-tune BERTOverflow
SoftNER Model (BERTOverflow)

‣ A domain-specific BERT model that pre-trained on 10-year 
StackOverflow data (152M sentences; ~2B tokens). 



Bilingual BERT

Lan et al. (2020)

‣ A customized bilingual BERT for Arabic NLP and English-to-Arabic 
zero-shot transfer learning 

Data Source Data Size  
( All / English / Arabic )

IE Performance 
(F1 score)

AraBERT (AUBeirut 2019) News 2.5B / 0B / 2.5B 97.1 /   —    

mBERT (Google 2018) Wiki 21.9B / 2.5B / 0.15B 75.3 / 30.1

XLM-RoBERTa (Facebook 2019) Common Crawl 295B / 55.6B / 2.9B 79.2 / 40.4

GigaBERT (our work) News, Wiki,  
Common Crawl 10.4B / 6.1B / 4.3B 84.3 / 48.2

supervised learning zero-shot transfer learning



Bilingual BERT

Lan et al. (2020)

‣ A customized bilingual BERT for Arabic NLP and English-to-Arabic 
zero-shot transfer learning 

‣ i.e., Informa?on extrac?on models, trained on annotated English data, 
directly apply to non-English texts to extract en??es and events.



Bilingual BERT

Lan et al. (2020)

‣ A customized bilingual BERT for Arabic NLP and English-to-Arabic 
zero-shot transfer learning 



Bilingual BERT

Lan et al. (2020)

‣ A customized bilingual BERT for Arabic NLP and English-to-Arabic 
zero-shot transfer learning 



BERT/MLMs

‣ There are lots of ways to train these models!

‣ Key factors:

‣ Big enough model

‣ Big enough data

‣ Well-designed “self-supervised” objec?ve (something like language 
modeling). Needs to be a hard enough problem!



Compressing BERT



Dis?lBERT

Michel et al. (2019)

‣ Remove 60+% of BERT’s 
heads post-training with 
minimal drop in performance

‣ Dis?lBERT (Sanh et al., 
2019): nearly as good with 
half the parameters of BERT 
(via knowledge dis?lla?on)



ALBERT

Lan et al. (2020)

‣ Factorized embedding matrix to save parameters, model context-
independent words with fewer parameters

Ordinarily |V| x H — |V| is 30k-90k, H is >1000

Now: |V| x E and E x H — E is 128 in their implementa?on

Factor into two matrices with a low-rank approxima?on

‣ Addi?onal cross-layer parameter sharing

‣ A Lite BERT (18x fewer parameters, 1.7x faster training than BERT)



ELECTRA

Clark et al. (2020)

‣ No need to necessarily have a genera?ve model (predic?ng words)

‣ This objec?ve is more computa?onally efficient (trains faster) 
than the standard BERT objec?ve



Takeaways

‣ Transformers + lots of data + self-supervision seems to do very well

‣ BERT-based systems are state-of-the-art for nearly every major text 
analysis task

‣ Next ?me:  BART/T5, GPT/GPT-2/GPT-3, etc.

‣ Lots of work studying and analyzing these, but few “deep” conclusions 
have emerged


